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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

Based on the analysis in chapter four, this study comes to the conclusion.

There are two points to conclude the analysis from the previous chapter. Firstly, it

describes the characteristic Louisa Clark and Will Trynor as presented by Jojo

Moyes in Me Before You. Louisa is described as anxious women, unconfident,

beautiful and a hardworker, while Will Trynor is described as a selfish man but

generous. The ways the author portrays Louisa Clark and Will Trynor Through

their characteristic by using Murphy theory such as from the physical appearnce,

conversation among the characters and the opinion of other characters. Secondly,

it is about the type of love in Louisa and Will life. Louisa Clark shows the readers

that she has interpersonal love is shown between Louisa and her prents who

alaways support her carrier as Caregiver.

Companionate love is shown between Louisa and her parents how close

they are and romantic love is shown between Louisa and Will Trynor when

Louisa being Caregiver to takecare him, they build romantic love and they

exprees their feeling each other. Whereas Will Trynor exposed his impersonal

love. Will’s interpesonal love can be seen when he loves with his principle and

also with his activities in the past before the accident happens which makes him

suffer illness called quadriplagic. Will’s also classified as storge love is shown

when he close with Louisa Clark as his Caregiver who always give him attention,

it makes him falling in love with her, and it’s make him happy when they are

together.
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SYNOPSIS

Me Before You by Moyes’s tells about the story of two main character,

Louisa Clark and Will Trynor. Louisa Clark is a simple girl who comes from low

class family, where Will Trynor is comes from high class family, while Louisa

struggle to finance her family, Will is happy with his life. Will loves to spend his

money, going adventure with his friends, spending time together with his

girlfriend in a luxury ways.

These two characters are unite by the fate. This fate resulting Will suffer

qudriplagic which he is unable to use certain part of his body. This condition

surely makes him become an useless man because he was unable to living his

daily life like normal people. With this condition, of course Will need someone to

take care of him. In this moment, Louisa who struggle to looking for a job, fill the

blanks. Although at first their relations between each other is not doing well, but

by the time passes they have feeling of each other.

As they begin to build a romantic relationship, Will express his opinion to

her that he is planning to end his life with a help from an organization called

Suicide Dignitas in Switzerland. Knowing this, Louisa at first angered by his

decisions. Even though Louisa is not able to persuade Will to not end his life,

once again fate decided it. As Will already ended his life, Louisa embracing her

new life with a help from Will which he leaves before he ended his life.
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Jojo moyes was a 48 years old. British writer for young adults. She was

born on Augustus 4, 1969 and currently resides in Essex, England with her

husband, Charles Arthur, and their three children. She studied at Royal Holloway,

University of London. She studied journalism at City University of London and

subsequently worked for The Independent for 10 years. In 2001 she became a full

time novelist.

After her first book Sheltering Rain published, she has written a further

eleven novels since then. All of her novels have been critically acclaimed

including Me Before You, The Girl You Left Behind, The Ship of Brides, Foreign

Fruit, and The Last Letter from Your Lover. Jojo has won the Romantic Novelist’s

Award twice and Me Before You has been nominated for Book of the Year at the

UK Galaxy Book Award, it has since gone on to sell over 8 million copies

worldwide.

Me Before You is romantic novel that published on 5 January 2012 in the

United Kingdom. It was about Louisa Clark and Will Trynor relationship after

Will suffer quadriplagic that caused by motorbike accident. Me Before You went

straight on The New York Times best seller Top Ten chart in the United Kingdom.

Her latest novel The One Plus One is in the same vein of Me Before You – an

unconventional love story with a dilemma at its heart. It has a cast of wonderful

characters and show that family comes in all forms and that through hard work

and optimism, and a happy ending might come true after all.
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